
EVENT 1
4th september

devil swim
endurance

regular



event

350 m. swim
5000 m. run (6 laps)

time cap: 60 min



event
The chipset will mark the completed laps. It’s 
solely athlete responsibility the correct 
execution of the workout. The absence of the 
chipset  or any laps not performed will 
invalidate the entire event.

If the weather conditions do not allow it to 
take place, the entire workout will consist 
of the run whose distance will increase to 
7000 meters.



CHECK IN
warriors hq

c.da santo stefano n.c.
monopoli (ba)

friday 3th SEpTEMBer 
from 6 to 8 pm

SATurday 4th SEpTEMBer 
from 5:30 to 6:30  am

For those who cannot check in on Friday, it 
will also be possible to check in on Saturday 
morning from 5:30 to 6:30 sending an email at 
info@southernwarriors.eu



chip
Friday evening, at the athletes' check-in, an 
identification number (temporary tattoo) 
and a chipset will be assigned to each 
athlete.
The ID must be placed on the athlete’s 
shoulder; the chipset on the athlete’s ankle.

It will be the complete athlete's 
responsibility to show up on Saturday 
morning with both correctly worn.

THE ATHLETE WITHOUT CHIPSET WILL BE EXCLUDED 
FROM EVENT 1.



LOGISTICs
At check in, the athlete will be able to deliver 
their running shoes to the organization. This 
will be placed inside a numbered bag (bearing 
the athlete number). Once the athlete has 
finished swimming and reached the 
competition field for the running phase, he 
will find the bag with his number and his 
shoes inside so that he can change footwear 
for the assigned running km.



FLOW
The athlete, Wearing the detection CHIPSET, at 
the time indicated in the timeline will have to 
be at CALA DIAVOLO (about 400 meters from the 
Southern Warriors competition area - the 
position is in any case well indicated and will 
be reported on social media channels).
At the start, the athlete will have to go 
through the « door on the sea » (see attached 
image). He will then have to get into the 
water.

He/She will then have to swim to reach PORTO 
MARZANO.
The path will be delimited by buoys. The 
athlete must always keep the buoys to 
his/her left.



FLOW
Once the swimming part is finished, he/she 
will reach the competition field, which is 
located 300 m from the exit from the water.

On the competition field, he/she will find the 
bag carrying his/her athlete’s number with 
the running shoes previously delivered 
inside.

The athlete may use (rock) shoes for 
swimming.
Any other equipment (eg fins / wetsuits) will 
not be allowed.
Swimming goggles are permitted.



info
WE RECOMMEND THE USE OF SWIMMING SHOES 
SUITABLE FOR CLIFF AND ROCKY GROUND.

SWIMMING GLASSES ARE ALLOWED.

FINS OR ANY OTHER EQUIPMENT AIMING TO 
FACILITATE THE SWIMMING PART IS STRICTLY 
FORBIDDEN.
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info
The athletes will wait in the area in front of 
the door, in groups (heats) of 30 people.

Every 10 seconds the athletes will walk 
through the door and go down to the sea.

Passing the starting cable will activate the 
chipset.
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route info
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